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Method for Measuring Fan Ventilation Rates 
in Livestock Buildings-Velocity Pressure 
Measurement 

Yanyan Liu 

ABSTRACT 

Ronaldo G. Maghirang, Ph.D. 
Member ASHRAE 

This study was conducted to develop and evaluate a 
method that can be used to continuously measure fan ventila
tion rates in livestock buildings. The method involved 
measurement of velocity pressures using two tubes with holes. 
The holes in one tube faced directly upstream to sense total 
pressure, while those in the second tube faced directly down
stream to sense static pressure. Positioning the measuring unit 
upstream of the test fan and using a 27 in. x 27 in. (68 cm x 
68 cm) duct provided the best results. For this setup and at a 
static pressure of 0.10 in. water (25 Pa). the absolute devia
tionsof predicted values from measured values ranged from J 8 
cfm ( 31 m3 lh) to 52 cfm ( 88 m3 lh)forthe axial fans tested. Addi
tionally, this setup had only slight effects on fan performance. 
This study demonstrated the potential of using the method for 
ventilation rate measurement in livestock buildings. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ventilation rate through a building is considered to be 
one of the most important parameters in indoor environment 
control in livestock buildings (Berckrnans et al. 1991). Many 
methods have been developed to measure ventilation rate in 
livestock buildings. These methods include using a tracer gas 
(e.g., Leonard et al. 1984), monitoring carbon dioxide concen
tration changes (e.g., Feddes et al. 1984) or temperature 
changes (Barber et al. 1988), and using a ventilation rate 
sensor (e.g., Berckmans et al. 1991). The ventilation rate 
sensor developed by Berckrnans et al. ( 1991) appears to be a 
simple and reliable means for field measurement of ventilation 
rate in livestock buildings. This sensor consists of a two-blade 
impeller, which receives energy from the air movement 
and converts this into rotational energy. This ventilation 
rate sensor was used in a chimney, with a diameter of 20 in. 
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(50 cm), of a livestock building. The sensor had a reported 
accuracy of ±35 cfm (±60 m3/h) in a range from 120 cfm 
to 2940 cfm (200 m3/h to 5000 m3/h) for fan static pressure 
differences of 0 in. H20 to 0.5 in. H20 (0 Pa to 120 Pa). 

There is a need to develop other simple and reliable meth
ods to continuously measure fan ventilation rates in livestock 
buildings. This study was conducted to investigate a method 
that can be used to continuously measure fan ventilation rates 
in mechanically ventilated livestock buildings. The method 
involved measurement of the velocity pressure in a duct down
stream or upstream of an exhaust fan. The performance char
acteristics of the measuring unit, as affected by the position 
(downstream or upstream) and the size of the test fan, were 
established. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Description of the Method 

This method was similar to the pilot-traverse method of 
measuring flow rate through a duct. With the pilot-traverse 
method, continuous measurement of flow rate is extremely 
difficult to accomplish. Instead of using the pitot-traverse 
method, two tubes with holes were used to measure the appar
ent mean velocity pressure in the duct (Figure I). Each tube 
had a diameter of 0.3 in. (8 mm) and a length of 27 in. (688 
mm). Each had a series of holes, which were 0.06 in. ( 1.5 mm) 
in diameter and 1.4 in. spaced apart (35 mm). The tubes were 
installed in a square duct, and tubes were oriented so that the 
holes in one tube faced directly upstream to sense total pres
sure and those in the second tube faced directly downstream to 
sense static pressure. A differential pressure transducer was 
used to measure velocity pressure, which is the difference 
between the total and static pressures. The pressure trans
ducer had a 0 in. to 5.35 in. of H20 (0 Pa to 1,333 Pa) range, 
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Figure 1 Schematic diaglam of ih'i..~flow-measuring:S 
device (not drawn to scale). . 

0.003 in. H20 (0:67 Pa}' re1ql~j.i8R·~and,,? V t~, 1 J,§~pJi. 
The voltage output was recordea usmg a datalogger. The pres
sure transducer was calibr-ated by using a nikromanometer 
that had a resolution of 0.001 in· H20 (0.25 Pa). · ,.;, :ri 
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Test: Facility _, 

~ . 
The. flow IJleasurement device was tested by using a wind 

tunn'el test chiIDtber, which was designed and constructed 
ac~ording tp ASHRAE Standard 51-1985 (ASHRAE 1985). 
The test chamber was a baffled, multi-nozzle chambyr used 
for testing ve!ltilat.ion fans and pas~ive devices •. suc)l as venti
latipn diffusers. Airf1pw through the chaIQt>er was generated 
usi_ng a belt-,driven centrifugal fan driven by,a 5 ·hp (3.7, kW) 
three-phase m~tor. SuppJy.airflow rat~ and theJiorresponding 
s~!:ltic pressure,across the .test fan were adjusted remotely using 
an adjustable frequency motor controller. The test fan and the 
flow-measuring device. were mounted .on a board that was 
attached to the end of the chamber with toggle clamps and 
sealed with weather stripping and du<;r, tape. ·: _ 

The static pressure drop across the nozzle bank was used 
to calculate the fan airflow rate. The_airflow rate was ~alcu
lated using a spreadsheet program that was developed ''O'ased 
on the ASHRAE Standard 210-85 (ASHRAE 1985). To deter
mine flow rate, the follo"".ing parameters were measured 9r 
noted: (1) dry- and wet-b~lb temperatures, (2) atmospheric 
pressure, (3) pressure drop across t.he nozzle, and (4) size and 
number of open nozzles. Orv-bulb and wet-bulb temo~ratures 

- ... t ~ ... #. 

were measured using an aspirated psychrom~,ter with a ±0.9°F 
(±0.5 =C) accuracy. Atmospheric pressure wa5 m~asured l!Sing 
a mercurial barometer with a ±0. l in. H20 (:t25 P~)'accuracy. 
Static pressure drop across the nozzle bank was measured 
using the micromanometer mentioned above;-:-Accuracy of the 
flow rate n'ieasuremeht was ±2% of'tlfe measlired. · 

!'.t. ... 

Experimental Design 

' T-o' establish the ' characterifocs ·6f the m~asuring 'unit, 
velocity pressures :were measured at different airflow rates 
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.TABLE 1 
Experimen~.l Desi,gn for J:v~luating 

the v'e1ocity Pre~sure Mett'aod8 
-

" !' ' 
·- --

Fan J 

Size 
,, .... 

Duct Dimensii>n 
in. cm Position in. x in. x in. cmxcmxcm 

12 30 Downstream 20 x 20 x 58 5lx 51x147 

16 41, Downstream 20x20x58· ,51 X S'l' X 147 

12 30 Upstream \ 21 x 21 x 21" 53·x 53 x 53 

16 41 Upstream 21x21 x 21 53 x 53 x 53 

20 51 Upstream 21 x 21 x 21 53 x 53 x 53 

12 30 ' Upstream 11 >S:21-x ·er 6"$·x 68 x 30 

)~"' ·41 Upstream 27 x- 27 x 12 68"x 68 x 30 
-· 

20 51 Upstream 27 x 27 x 12 68 x 68 x 3,0 

12 30 - - . .J . -
16 41 - - -
'2(}· 51 - r .. ,, .... , - -

Distance 
From 

Test Fan 

' in. cm 

44 112 

:- 44 112 

22 57 

25 64 

25 63 

18 46 

21 53 

70 52 

- . 
- -
- . 

•Test cases 9 through 11 did no111se !he measurement unit and were conducted to estab-
lish !he airflow charii.cteristic:I of !lie fans. : : ' '. 

I 

using the wind tunnel and a test fan. The performance of the 
measuring device could be affected by several factofg; includ~ 
ing the size of the test fan, the fongth and cross sectiOn of a duct 
in which the tubes were installed, the position with relipect to 
the test fan (downstream and upstream); and duct size. Eight 
tests were conducted to determine the effects of the: above 

factors (Table l). '·' ' ' 
Test fanisize might affect theiunit perfurtriance'.since the 

velocity distribution1from one test fan might be different from 
another. Two test fan sires were 'Considti:ed for the · down
stream position (12·in. and 16 in.; 30 cm and'~ 1 cm). For the 
upstream position, three fan sizes (12 in., 16 in\'," and 20 in.; 30 
cm, 4lcm, and 51 cm) were used. These fan size~ were~ 

selected to bracket the range of fan sizes that 'are commorily 
used forcsm~ll , livestock ·buildings .. ' . •.. ·, :, . .: ' 
., Tests were conducted to.determine the effect oifi :the. unit 

position I ( upstre:arn '.YS. downstream)· on the rcharacteristics. ;oti 
tpe measuring·un.it. For maintenance purposes and foI'ease in 
setting up the measu.Jiing unit in a building, a downstream posi
tion would be desirable. Howev.er, flow pattern is expected to 
be more uniform on the inler side of the fan than on the outlet 
side. Additionally, storm hoods are sometimes used in venti
lation fans for Weather proteCiivfa, ilaitki111;; il uiffi1;uli io use the 
downstream position. · 

The test layoutS are shown in 'Figures 2 and 3 for the 
downstream and· upstream positions; t~specti vely: The supply 
fan, which was installed on the left end of the chamber, was 
used to provide desired airflow rates. The test fan, which was 
mounted on the right end of the ch,_amber, was used to simulate 
an exhau~t (an in a building. For test cases l and 2, a square 
duct with ~ side ~~en'sion of20 in. (51 _cm). jUld a le~~ of 58, in. 
(147 cm) was mounted downstream of the test fan (Figure 2). 
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:c 1Figure 2·- Layout' for tests involving the downstream 
position (not drawn ,to scale). 
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l m -· Fan teal chamber Meuuri11g unit r ¥~ · •cu ua, 

Figure 3 ';Layout for'itms involvi~g the up;tream position 
(not drawn to scale). 
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i:;'or ti)e up~treamposition and for testcases 3 through 5, a duct 
\\lif p sid_p diniensio11s of 21 in. (53 cm) and length of 21 in. (53 
cm) W;lS used (Figur~ 3). For test cases 6 through.8, a duct with 
side dimensions of:f7:ii:i . (68 cm) and length'.of 12 in. (30 cm) 
was used (Figure :n. . , . .: -J ~ 

Additionally, the effect of the measuring::unit on the 
airf19w .. ~h.aractei:i_stii;~ of.;tihe test fan w_~s established for all 
test cases{l through~ . T~st. cases9through,11 were used to 
de\ermine '.the fan a~ow performance without the. measuring 
~nit. -Res"1,_ts were !;Ompared withJhe .corresponding results 
with the .mea~mjng unit. · ,,. ( '.i; ,, ·" ' ' . 

'. ,'.! ' j ;',1 :"N -. I 

Data Analysis , 
~ ~ I , • ~ 

.,, .,. 1, 

Volumetric flow rates were ploued against the square root 
of :velocity !ptessure for each, test aa&eJ :The square'' root of 
velocity pressure:iwas used because; theoretically/-volumetric 
flow rate is directly;proportionalito-the squareiroot of velocity 
press,ure' ·If ttre velocity. pressure on the dllGt$:known, airflow 
rate:can be determined using the equatiot'J '.; __, bi•;u '· ; 

,, ,• I IL,..~ •. :L\.-'.'. >.. , J • I ·~.. · r n "'I ' ' y " • < 1 Hxp- " o .-

•• ,. • • 1~. Q = ~ ...!.K ,,. · 1. - • i · (1) 
·• .. :· Ji~ : ~~:·. ~!.-\ p )l l' 1 -~ -;.<~ L"'·- ... f'r .. • 

where 

Q 

A ;~ 
Pr 
p 

3 ,-, ; . ,. 
= volumenic fl.ow rate, cfm ({11 /h);, _., . 

· • • L · ' , , -.. - , • 2' -·2 • 
= pros§ 7secti911~1 area of thr 4_u,ct; ft ~~ );1:. 

= y~Jocity pressure,_in. H20 (Pa~t : 

= 'air density, lbn/ft3 ,~kgtm\ and "' - ); 1 

K = a conversion factor. :• ': '1" : :" 

. ,, 
• , ~ I' i 

)r:~.' 

I c :~ ,I.It 

" 
-· . ~ ~ 

,. 

To accou~t for errors due to ve)pci\~ profile variations anef 
ot~er sources, EquatiQYl ' I was recast i~to the follo~ing form: . 

. , ~' 1 j l'! .1 1. . \ f, . : . ' . 
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-~ it;") t' 
Q=C1.JP,.+C2 , (2) 

where C 1 and C2 are regression coefficients. 
Linear regression analysis was used to establish the 

linearity of the~relationship between Q and JP, .. The R
2 

value 
was determined for each regr~~on equation to provide a 
measure of the goodness of fit of ~e linear relationship. Addi
tionally, for each test point; the absolute· value of the deviation 
of predicted values from measur~ifvaines, herein referred to 
as deviation, wa.S ditfetinined. Th'e mean and maximum devi
atiorfs prorided ~measure of ac1<ih:acy of the regression equa
tion. The· effect of the presence of the measuring unit on the 
airflow characteristics of the fan was also determined by 
comparing the airflow characteristics of the fan with and with
out the measuring unit. 

RES-UL 'tS AND DISCUSSION 
:-n· -

Relationship Between Ventilation Rate 
and· ~q\lare Root Of V~t6'i/ify7P1ressure . 

·' •·. I •,"' , ,, , · • "'-•-; - • ..c , 1 1 'f '· 

. ~ Re_s_ults fo{ .We d\:>w~stream wsi~ion (te~t cases 1 and 2) are 
summarized in Figure 4 and Table 2. Using one regr~~siQp equa
tion for the two fans (12 in. and 16 in.) resulted in a mean devi
ation of7 6 cfm ( 129 m3 /h) and a maximum deviation. of 23~ cfm 
(400 m3/h) in the measurement range of 422 cfm to 3803 cfm 
(718 m3/h to 6466·m3/h) (Table 2). Additionally, at a filn static 
pressureofO.IOfo. H~10 (25 Pa), the deviations were 91 cfnl (155 
m3/h) forthe~li in. (30 cm) fan and 31 cfm (53 m3/h) for the 16 
in. (41 cm) fan. ' .:- ,. 

' ·Results forthe upstream;position and for adncfsize of21 in. 
x 21 in. (53 cm x 53.cm) (test cases 3, 4, and 5) are presented·in 
Figure 5 and·TablC'2. Fan size (12 in., 16 in;~ and 20in.) had little 
influenc~ on the' respotl'se of the rmiasuring 'Urtit. Using one 
regressibn' equation for !the three 'test cases resulted in 'a mean 
deviation- of 35 cfm ( 60 m3 /h) and a maximum-d6viatiorr of 118 
cfmJ20I m.3 /h) in the measurement raiige;of266 cfm to 4275 cfrri 
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I TABLE2 
, . •.• _. 1 • ~~la~ionship B~tw~n Flow. Rate 

and ;JP.; for Test Cases 1 through 83 

.~ . iJ 

; -·Std. IMeanlMax. 
, •• '· ;1> Err. •Dev. Dev. 

Test Case Regression Equation Ri? . (cfm) (cfm). (cfm) 

Test Cases Q = 7296 5 rp + 471 (3) 0.989 ' 92 · 76 ':235· 
I d .,b . "'' v an - ;. ·1" . t~· ... 

Tes! Casesc Q = 7142_3 JP/''+· 6g_'i} (4) 0.99_8. ·A7 35 : 1
1

18 · 
3 throush 5 . . : ·"' ·.. 1,, •• , " • • • • 

Test Casesd Q =~ l 1'944_5 ~.r+ 3.ii (5) ~~998 49 3o 137 
6 thr~mgh 8 ; .;;· •· ·r . c;i 

"Q is the fan airflow rarei .(c;fm); IP;..is the veloeity:preswrC (in. H~O). 
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H! ... '!.' l: ,.. ( ... . .. Flow rate vs. JP. for the upstream position and 

27 in. x 27'frl. square duct [rest cases-6 ( 12 in. 
fan), 7 ( 16 in.fan), and 8 (20 in.fan)]. 
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Figure 5 Ffqw ra;(e vs. 'JP. for 12,~, upstream position.and 

21 in. x 21 in. square duct (test ca~s 3 (1,2 in. . . r: ...... , • 

fan), 4 ( 16 i~. fan), and 5 (20 in. fan)]. , •. 
. I .,,/) ' •• '. ' ' • ' o.., ~ .. 

( 452 m3 /h to 7269 m3 /h). For a fan static pressure of0.10 in. H20 
(25 Pa), the deviations were 28 cfrn (48 m3/h) for the 12 in. (30 
cm) fan, 55 cfrn (94 m3/h) far the 16 in. (41 cm) fan, and 9 cfm 
(15 m3/h) for the .20 in~"{51 dn>r fan. 

Results for .the upstream position andduct size of27 i.n. x 27 
in. (68 cm x 68 cm) (~est 9ltse$ 6, 7, and S) are shown in Figute 
6 and Table 2. Fan size also had little influence on ~: .. n.ie.:r,uri~g 
unit Using one .regre'ssiori.i'quation for test c_ases 6 thrdugh 8 
resulted in a mean devialion of37 cfm (63 m3 /h) and a maximum 

1 • .• ,. .. ,...._ r ,...;..,.,... ~ .. ' • • ,. 

oev1auon OIJ~.! c~,.~?" IFF!f!:J}O.:.me me,as\Jrelllem rang~<;>I 
264 cfrn to 4234 cfm (449 m3/h to 7199 m3/h). For a fan ~tatic 
pressure of 0.10 in. H2Q.(25 .Pa). the deviations were 36-cfrn ( 61 
m3/h) for the 12 in. (30 cm) fan, 52 cfrn (88 m3/h) for the 16 in. 
(41 cm) fan, and J.8 ~{m.(3.1 m~/b) .f.or the20 in. (5Lcill) fan: 

depends on fan size. Hence, the upstream position would result 
. in a more accura1e linear relationship betwe~n Q and JP. . For 

the upstream position, duct size had little effect on the measuring 
,,.. unit (Figure 5 vs. Figure 6). The R2- values and the deviations 
·· were practically the same for the two duct sizes (Table 2). 

. Effect of the Measuring Unit on the Airflow 
Characteristics of the Test Fans .,., 

From fan laws, the airflow rate produced by an axial fan at 
a certain voltage.is sensitive to ~ll ~tatic pressure that must be 
overcome by the fan (Berckmruts.,et al. 1991). Consequently, it 

"
11 

is important to .minimize the press~e loss caused by the presence 
of the measuring unit 

Results ~e su~marized in Figures'7, 8, and 9 for the 12 in. 
(30 cm), 16 in. (41 cm), and 20oin. (51,em) axial fans, rcspcc-
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Figure· 7 ·: Flow rate vs. static pressure for tlie 12 in. test fan 
,, [test cases 9(janonly); 1 (downstream position), 

'· ': 3 (upstream position, 21 in. x 21 in .. duct), and 6 

<.: 
' " 'i! .. ,. -

,, 
!' 

The differences in perfonnance characteristics between the 
downstream (Figure 4) and upstream (Figures 5 and 6) po~itions 
can be explained by the difference in flow distribution upstream 
and downstream of the test fan.,:A,ir distributiq_n is expected to be 
more uniform b~fore passing tlirough the 'fanthan afierpassing 
through the fan: ·Downstream of the fan, the flow'· distribution (upstream position;".Q7 in. x 27 in. duct)f · -
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Flow rate vs. sta_!ic prgssure_ for the 20 in. test 
fan [test cases 11 (fan only), 5 (upstream 
position, 21 in. x 21 in. duct), and 8 (upstream 
position, 27 in. x 27 in. duct)]. '' ' 

ti vely. These figures show the characteristic curves of the ~ans. 
It is apparent that the fans have a distinct stalling region, which 
is an important characteristic of axial flow fans. In this region, 

\ 

the fan experiences a drop in airflow with additional pressure 
and little, if any, change in fan speed (MWPS 1990). Figure 8 
shows thatthe 16in. (4l cm) fan had a more prominent stalling 
region than the 12'in. (30cm)or20in. (51 cm) fans. The stall
ing regiq!l is affected_by seyeral factors, including blades and 
housing desi~~ and presence of obstru.ction to airflow. .. : 

When the unit wasi)osi~ioned dowiistream ~t'ihe test f~n. 
airflow rate was higher for the case with the measuring unit 
than for the case without the measuring unit at a certain static 
pressure. For example, for the ~ 2 in. (30 CJ'!!) fan and at a static 
pressure of 0.1 in. H20 (25 ~a), airflow r~es; were 690 cfm 
(1172 m3/h) without ~he measuring un~t and 733 cfm 
(1246 m3/h) with the measuriQg unit (Figure 7). For the 
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16 in . (41 cm) fan, at a static pressure ofO.l in. ofH20 (25 
Pa), airflow rates:\Jiertf2973 cfm.(SQ52 m3/h)'With6ut the unit 
and 3288 cfm (5587 m3/h) with-the unit (Figure 8).1t:appears 
that the duct on which the unit was mounted tended to red1.1l;:e 
the turb.µlence at th~ outlet~de of the .fan. Similar 'observa
tions we.re noted by Ford et al. (1993), who reported that 
discharge cones and well-designed housing•e>an impro_ye f~n~ .:. 
effi¢ieticies bf'{5%~:0f more."' - : c-· : c:::: · · · -

_ For the upstr.~a,hi position, the. pr.~sence of the measuring. -
uriit had little influence on the ii:irflow charaQJeristics of the 12 
in. (30 cm) and 16 in. ( 41 cm) fans for both q_µ_ct sj~es (Figyres 
7 and S)·. However, foNh~· 20. i~.- (51 cm) fan, the presence of 
the unit affected the airflow characteristics of the fan when a 
small duct was used (Figure.9}; For i"xample, ~t a static pres
sure of0.10 in. H20 (25 Pa) and using .the small duct,' airflow 
rates for the 20 in. (51 cm) fan were 4298.-am (7303 m3/h) 
without the measuring unit and 4174 cfm (7092 m3/h) with the 
measuring unit. When. the. larger duct- was used, the unit 
resulted in smaller pressure loss· atthe ·same flow rate. The 
reduction in airflow rate for the 20 in. (51 cm) fan when the 
small duct was used was primarily due to the flow resttjction 
provided by the du.ct on which the sensor was mounted. It 

'' should be noted that'tlie housing of the axial fans consisted of 
a square section on the inlet side of the fan and a round section 
~on.the_outlet side (Figure 10). Using the smaller duct upstream 
:i tended to restrict airflow because of the smaller area covered 

' by the duct compared to the area of the inlet side of the hous-
ing. 

The above results indicate the potential of the method in 
· measuring fan ventilation rates· in livestock buildings, espe

cially for the type and sizes of axial fans tested. These results 
also indicate that the upstream positi_on would provide more 
accurate 'results for measuring fan ~~ntilation rates tha~ the 
downstriam position. Fodhe upstream position, pressure loss 
associated with' the presence 6f the measuring unit can be 
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minimized by using a square duct with side dimensions of 27 
in. (68 cm) for the sizes of the axial fans tested. 

Future Work 

This research demonstrated the potential of using this 
method in measuring fan ventilation rates for the axial fans 
tested. The applicability of the method for other types and 
models of axial fans needs to be investigated. Additionally, 
field testing of the measuring unit will be conducted. The field 
test will show whether or not consistency in measurement 
accuracy and reliability of the device can be achieved in a live
stock building application. ll will also give an indication as lo 
how often the tubes have to be cleaned to minimize clogging 
of tubes. Other operational issues will become apparent in the 
field test. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A method that can be used to continuously measure fan 
ventilation rates in livestock buildings was evaluated. The 
method involved measurement of velocity pressure using two 
tubes with holes, which were installed on a square duct. The 
setup involving the upstream positioning with respect to the 
test fan and a 27 in. x 27 in. (68 cm x 68 cm) duct was found 
to be the best for the axial fans tested. At a fan static pressure 
of 0.10 in. H20 (0.25 Pa), this setup had an absolute deviation 
of predicted values from measured values ranging from 18 
cfm (31 m3/h) to 52 cfm (88 m3/h). Additionally, with this 

6 

setup the effect of the measurement device on fan performance 
was small. 
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